Voyage Income Program (VIP)
Do you have a personal written income plan for your clients?
Historically, investment services have focused on the accumulation of assets and risk of
investment while focusing on performance based annual reviews. But how are you answering
your client’s biggest questions – Am I okay? When can I retire? Will I be okay when another
2008 hits?
At Hanlon, we believe in a behavioral approach to income planning. We consider your clients’
proximity to retirement, we analyze the assets they currently have in place versus what they
will need for retirement, and how should those assets be allocated and located to assure success. This personalized and customized planning approach enables the clients’ professionals
to best manage the family’s needs, wants and wishes.

Customize for your clients’ needs

According to Forbes:

Overview Of Retirement
Income Planning - Part Two
Without the relative stability
provided by earnings from
employment, retirees must find
a way to convert their financial
resources into a stream of
income that will last the
remainder of their lives.

Our Voyage Income Program goes deeper than just the investments and returns by focusing on your clients’ income goals. In addition,
our income planning process answers critical questions.
First our Investment Solutions Team determines what phase of investing your client is in:

Hanlon will personalize a written lifetime income program for each of your clients, and then build a custom VIP portfolio around each
time segment to assure proper delivery of the program.

Voyage Income Program (VIP)
We will customize a program for you and your clients using a combination of our Premier Multi-Model Solutions, Single Model Solutions, and cash equivalents. Your client’s VIP helps guide you and your client into and through their retirement, likely strengthening
your valued relationship with them.

Cash/Cash Equivalents
Cash at the ready for your client’s
Income Needs

Single Model Solutions

Portfolio models from our professionallycurated Model Marketplace

Premier Multi-Manager Solutions
Investments selected based on your client’s
needs and Risk Tolerance to promote Growth
for your long-term assets

Keeping the Program Clear & Easy
Your clients’ VIP provides clarity and transparency, providing all involved a sense of comfort knowing they have a plan and a means to
affect change when required by an outside event or desired new purpose. It addresses the psychology of peace of mind in retirement
by personalizing a lifetime of income and creates a measurable execution of that plan. Clients receive a customized program that is
easy to understand.

Rest assured, we will assist in your client conversations and client reviews in order to accurately explain the value and importance
of this planning process. In essence, the VIP helps guide you and your clients into and through retirement.
Give your clients the confidence of a comprehensive income program, their Voyage Income Program.

To discuss this opportunity and how to use it to grow your practice,
please call our Sales Team at (888) 641-7100 or email Sales@Hanlon.com.
Nothing in this flyer should be considered or interpreted as investment advice. The material presented does not take into account any investor’s particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status, or investment time horizon.
No representation is being made that any client will or is likely to achieve their investment goals. Client accounts invested in the Hanlon models may incur additional fees for transactions and trading which will be determined by the
Custodian of the account and will decrease the return experienced by an investor. Past performance is no guarantee of future results or returns. Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will
be profitable. Asset Classes are unmanaged and investors are not able to invest directly into any index. There is no guarantee that a diversified model will outperform a non-diversified model in any given market environment. There
can be no assurance that projected growth rates will in fact occur. Investing involves risks, including the possibility of principal loss. Investors whose models are actively traded may incur additional tax liabilities and sales charges.
For certain accounts we may substitute tax efficient investments for some model holdings. The use of a financial advisor does not eliminate risks associated with investing. Consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and
expenses carefully before investing. Hanlon Investment Management is an SEC registered investment adviser with offices at 3393 Bargaintown Road, Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234. Being a registered investment advisor does
not imply any level of skill or training. For information pertaining to the registration status of Hanlon Investment Management, please contact us or refer to the Investment Adviser Public Disclosure website, www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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